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1. Introduction. An inspection of Chapter V of Introduction to the

theory of Fourier integrals (Oxford, 1937) by E. C. Titchmarsh reveals

that the following six topics have a natural relationship: Fourier

transforms, Abel summability, Poisson's integral, Cauchy's integral,

conjugate harmonic functions, and Hilbert transforms. The aim of

this paper is to bring out the same relationships when the dimension

is increased by one in each case. Thus of concern here are Fourier

transforms of functions of two variables and harmonic functions of

three variables.

The notion of a pair of conjugate harmonic functions in three varia-

bles is introduced by a suitable generalization of the Cauchy-Rie-

mann equations. These conjugate functions are in general complex

valued. The generalization of the Cauchy integral employed is due to

A. C. Dixon [4] and involves quaternions. Proceeding by analogy

with the classical theory one is led by these concepts to a pair of

integral equations which are the analogs of the Hilbert transforms.

Various generalizations of Hilbert transforms and singular integrals

have been given in the literature [l; 3; 5; 6; 7; 9]. Some of these

generalizations have points of contact with the present developments.

2. Application of Fourier transforms. The Fourier transform for-

mulae for the plane [2] are:

X00      /» 00
j    ei*~*+ivvu(x, y)dxdy,

-00  "  -00

/* oo     n oo

(2) u(x, y) = (27r)-1  I       I    e-ir:x~iy'vU(x, y)dxdy.
<I -00  J -00

It is convenient to abbreviate these relations as U= Tu and u = T*U.

To insure the validity of (1) and (2), attention is to be confined to

functions of the class L2. A function u is in the class L2 if its norm,

/-»/-» \u\ 2dxdy, is finite. Then if u is of the class L2, the integral in

(1) converges in mean to a function U of the class L2. That is, if

Ua= fa-aJa-ifiixx+i™u(x, y)dxdy, then the norm of U—Ua vanishes as

a—>oo. The inverse transformation (2) holds in the same sense. Ac-

cording to Parseval's theorem, u and U have the same norm. The
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transform of the product of two functions Wi and u2 is given by the

convolution formula

/OO      /» OOI    Ui(x- x,y- y)Ut(x,y)dxdy.
-00  «^-CO

A unitary transformation is a linear transformation which has an

inverse and which preserves the norm. It follows from what has been

said that the Fourier transform is unitary.

Let u(x, y) be a given function of the class L2 and let a function

U(x, y, z) be defined by

(4) U(x, y, z) = T(e~"u(x, y)), z > 0

where r = (x2 + y2)112. The integral on the right side of (4) is absolutely

convergent. The limit of (4) as z tends to zero gives an evaluation of

the Fourier transform by what may be termed Abel summability.

To investigate this summability method, the following special trans-

form is needed

(5) T(er") = z(x2 + y2 + z2)-"2.

Applying the convolution formula to (4) and making use of (5) gives

1    r°°  /•« zU(x,y)dxdy
(6) U(x, y, z) = — I       I      7-;— •

27vJ-xJ-x  [(x - x)2 + (y - y)2 + z2}3'2

This is recognized as the Poisson integral formula for the half-space.

From the theory of the Poisson integral it is known that U(x, y, z)

—*U(x, y) almost everywhere as z—*0. In particular this limit exists

at points where U(x, y) is continuous. Thus the Abel summability

of a Fourier transform is consistent with the convergence in mean

evaluation.

The Poisson integral gives a harmonic function, i.e., y2U(x, y, z)

= 0. This can be seen directly from (4) because the "kernel" eixz+ivv~'r

is itself harmonic. This kernel serves to relate Fourier transforms and

harmonic functions.

Let U(x, y) be a function of the class L2, then a unitary transforma-

tion is defined by

(7) V(x, y) = T[-ie-«>T*U(x, y)]

where reiS = x+iy. The inverse transformation is

(8) U(x, y) = T[ie«T*V(x, y)].

To prove this it is noted that | — ie~ie\ = 1, so multiplication by —ie~u

does not change the norm. Thus V is formed by a product of three
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norm preserving transformations applied to U, hence V and U have

the same norm. It is apparent that (7) substituted in (8) yields the

identity transformation. This proves that (7) is unitary. Relations

(7) and (8) are here termed Hilbert transforms.

According to relation (4) a harmonic function U(x, y, z) is associ-

ated with U(x, y). Likewise a harmonic function V(x, y, z) is associ-

ated with V(x, y). Since u(x, y) =ieiev(x, y), relation (4) gives

(9) V(x, y, z) = T[-ie~i6-"u(x, y)]

and

(10) U(x, y, z) = T[ieie-zrv(x, y)].

These may be regarded as the Abel summability expressions for (7)

and (8). As z—>0 then V(x, y, z)—>V(x, y) a.e. and U(x, y, z)—*U(x, y)

a.e.

The system of equations

dU      dV dV

dz        ox dy
(11) ^

dV      dU       . dU _

dz        dx dy

is analogous to the Cauchy-Riemann system. In keeping with this

analogy an ordered pair of functions (U, V) which satisfies (11) will

be termed a conjugate pair. It is now to be shown that U and V de-

fined by (10) and (9) are conjugate. To do this (10) is replaced by the

equivalent relation (4), and it follows that dll/dx — idll/dy

= T[i(x—iy)e~"u]. It is seen from (9) that dV/dz = T[i(x— iy)e~zru\.

This proves the second equation (11). The proof that the first equa-

tion is satisfied is analogous.

To apply the convolution theorem to (9) and (10), the following

special transform is needed

(12) T(ieiie-") = - (x ± iy)(x2 + y2 + z2)'3'2, z > 0.

Then (9) and (10) become

1    r™ rK[(x-x)- i(y- y)] U(x,y)dxdy
(13) V(x, y, z) = - I       I      —-r-;->

27rJ_ooJ_0O     [(x - x)2 + (y - y)2 + z2}3'2

-1   r «/.-[(*_*) + i(y - y)]V(x, y)dxdy
(14) U(x, y, z) =- I      I      —r-;-

2xJ_KJ_M     [(* - x)2 + (y - y)2 + z2]s'2

Formally allowing z to approach zero gives the following more direct
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definition of the Hilbert transforms

(15) V(x, y) = J- f " f" f-^ U(x, y)dxdy,
2x J _XJ _x   R2

_ J     /» oo     /»eo     q\$

(16) U(x, y) = — I — 7(*t y)dxdy.
2ir J -XJ _M   JC^

Here R2= (x — x)2 + (y — y)2 and tan <j> = (y — y)/(x — x). The justifica-

tion of this limiting operation from (13) to (15) for a function U

which satisfies a Holder condition presents no difficulty; the proof is

omitted. The theory of improper multiple integrals such as (15) and

(16) is developed in references [3] and [7].

3. Regular quaternion functions. In the classical theory it is pos-

sible to derive the Hilbert transforms from Cauchy's integral. A

three-dimensional generalization of the Cauchy integral formula will

now be employed to derive the transforms (15) and (16).

A quaternion function is denoted by F. Then F= W+iX+jY+kZ

where W, X, Y, and Z are real functions of x, y, and z. The quaternion

units i, j, and k obey the rules i2=j2 = k2= — 1, ij = k= —ji, jk = i

= —kj, and ki=j= —ik. Let V denote the quaternion operator

id/dx+jd/dy+kd/dz. A function 7" is said to be regular in an open set

if V7" = 0 at each point. This condition expressed in terms of com-

ponents is
dX      dY      dZ

dx        dy dz

dW dY        dZ
-+   0-+-=0,
dx dz        3-y

(17)
dW      dX dZ
-+-+   0-=0,
dy        dz dx

dW      dX       dY
•-- +-+   0   =0.
dz        dy        dx

If the components of F have second derivatives, then

0 = - VV7" = (aVdx2 + d2/d;y2 + d2/dz2)F.

Thus all the components of F are harmonic.

This notion of regularity of a quaternion function was introduced

by A. C. Dixon in 1904 [4]. He regarded equations (17) as a general-

ization of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. Generalizations of the

Cauchy-Riemann equations have been studied by many writers. A
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survey of some of the older work in this field is given by Rainich [8],

and some of the newer work is described in reference [10].

The conjugate quaternion to 7" is F*=W—iX—jY — kZ. Let G

be another regular quaternion function. Then

0 = (VG)* = G* V* = -G* V.

The convention is adopted here that V can operate backward or for-

ward unless blocked by a parenthesis sign. Thus

(18) G* V7 = (G* V)7 + G*( W) = 0.

Let 7" and G be regular in a region R and on its boundary 5. It is sup-

posed that R is of a type to which Green's theorem applies. Then

integration by parts gives

f f fG*VFdxdydz =   f f G*nFdS

where n is the outward normal vector to the surface S. Making use of

(18) gives

(19) f fG*nFdS = 0.

This is an analog of the Cauchy theorem. Let p be the vector from a

fixed point p to a variable point q. Let G = V | p |_1 = — p | p ] _3. Then

VG= V2|p|-1 = 0, so G is regular except at the point p. If p is an

interior point of R, then

(20) F(p) =^ff  Z^L ds_
4-ttJ J s       | p I3

This follows from (19) by excluding from the region a small sphere

centered at p. Formula (20) is Dixon's analog of the Cauchy integral

formula.

Let 7" be regular in the half-space z>0, and suppose that as p be-

comes infinite F(p)—>0 uniformly in this half-space. Formula (20) may

be applied to a hemispherical region R which is the intersection of

the sphere of radius b centered at the origin and the half-space z>0.

With p fixed, b is allowed to approach infinity. Then the part of the

integral over the spherical surface vanishes, so if p has coordinates

(x, y, z) with z>0 and q has coordinates (x, y, 0),

1    /»»/•«  PkF(q)
(21) F(p) = - -j"— dxdy.
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If z<0, then it follows from (19) that the integral in (21) vanishes.

To relate the notions of conjugate functions with quaternion func-

tions, we write

F = (W + kZ) +j(Y + kX) = U +jV.

Thus a quaternion may be regarded as an ordered pair of complex

numbers (U, V). If Fi and F2 denote two quaternions, then

FiFt = UiUt + jVijV2 + JV1U2 + UijVt

= (UiUt - vtVt) + j(ViU2 + UiVt).

Then the formula for the product of two quaternions may be written

(22)        (Ui, Vi)(Ut, V2) = (UiUt - vtVt, ViUt + U*V2).

(It is of interest to note that relation (22) could serve as a definition

of quaternions.)

The condition that F be a regular function can now be written

(kd/dz, d/dy + kd/dx)(U, V) = 0.

This is seen to be the same as the system of equations (11) with k

replacing i. Thus a regular quaternion function is equivalent to a con-

jugate pair.

Returning to the Cauchy type formula (21), let z' — —z and let p'

denote p with z replaced by z'. Then |p' | = \p\ and p+p' = 2i(x — x)

+ 2j(y—y), so (21) gives

1    /•»/•» j(x — x) — i(y — y)
F(p)=- ^-,      / F(q)dxdy.

Expressing this relation in terms of complex components gives

(U, V) = — I       I      -r—r--(U, V)dxdy.
2ttJ-xJ-x, IpI"

This relation is seen to be equivalent to relations (13) and (14).

Allowing z to approach zero gives the Hilbert transforms (15) and

(16). The limiting operation is justified because by hypothesis U and

V have derivatives, so the integrals in (15) and (16) are convergent.

It is of interest to take G = Fin formula (19). The region of integra-

tion is again taken to be the hemisphere. It is supposed that F van-

ishes sufficiently rapidly at infinity so that the integral over the spher-

ical part of the surface vanishes as b—>oo. Then in the limit

JZKJlxF*kFdxdy = 0. Now it may be verified that
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F*kFk = V*V - U*U + 2JVU.

Thus it follows that ff\ V\2dxdy=ff\ ll\2dxdy and ffUVdxdy = 0.
The first relation does not contribute anything new, but the second

relation gives an orthogonality property of the Hilbert transform.

This property may also be proved by the method of Fourier trans-

forms.

Consider the class of regular quaternion functions such that

/"„/"„ | F(x, y, c)\pdxdy is uniformly bounded for all c>0. In the

book cited, Titchmarsh presents an interesting theory of the analo-

gous class of functions of a complex variable; presumably, features of

this theory could be extended to the regular quaternion functions.

The author wishes to acknowledge helpful discussion concerning

the topics in this paper with Dr. Thomas A. Elkins.
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